Locale

®

Locale helps organizations utilize
and manage open office plans with
a system that enables people to
seamlessly transition between working
together and alone, and in seated or
standing postures. By removing visual
and physical obstacles and condensing
the architectural scale of an open office
plan into a tightly knit neighborhood,
Locale helps people stay better
connected to their work and each other.
Designers
Sam Hecht and Kim Colin
Benefits
•	Invites collaboration, encouraging
the improvisational nature of
teamwork
•	Provides an alternative to
benching, with a unique aesthetic
across a condensed floorplate
•	Visual boundaries and functional
landings can be created with
storage elements
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
hermanmiller.com/locale
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For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.

Key Features

Materials
Click Here to see our complete materials offering for Locale.
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Sustainability
Click Here to see how Locale meets your environmental goals.
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1.

Workbase
Linear, low, and architectonic, the horizontal Workbase
provides a unifying core to each Locale neighborhood.

2.

Sit-to-Stand Surfaces
Locale’s curved, height-adjustable surfaces signal
openness, invite interaction, and generously
accommodate multiple collaborators, work styles,
postures, and tools.

3.

Collaborative Areas
A thoughtful composition of Locale’s elements encourages
people to freely and intuitively move from individual work
to collaborative group and social activities.
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4.

Locale Storage
The Workbase has enclosed storage that’s accessible
from both sides. Doors have a push latch, and the
grooved panel exterior minimizes the appearance
of individual doors.

5.

Upper Shelving
Open and enclosed storage, accessible from both sides,
can be freestanding or connected end-to-end with other
Locale modules (shown with rolling magazine rack).

6.

Privacy Screens
Screens mount to the desk and feature a tackable interior
surface with fabric on both sides.

Planning Ideas
View design solutions.

Design Files
View Revit families.

Storage

